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ABSTRACT

Significant achievements have resulted from the creation of quasi-judicial boards and tribunals that determine whether a person with a mental disability is in need of an administrator or guardian. Informal hearings and a departure from strict rules of evidence makes processes for judicial decision or review of administrative decisions more accessible to the public. To the extent that the public is able to participate in an appropriate manner in these processes, the processes themselves, and the laws that establish them, have therapeutic qualities. As the many benefits of mediation have become better known and the process more commonly used in courts, tribunals and the community, there is a tendency to propose mediation for all nature of matters. At the same time, depending on the nature of the matter to be decided, mediation may be an inappropriate and even anti-therapeutic process. This article examines the appropriateness of mediation as a process for the determination of applications for the appointment of a decision maker for an incapable person and, using a series of case studies, examines the factors that indicate when mediation is or is not appropriate in this context.

Introduction

Introduction

Few would doubt that less formality and the move away from adversarial processes in many areas of judicial decision-making and administrative review has been beneficial to applicants and disputants. Informal hearings and a departure from strict rules of evidence make processes for judicial decision or review of administrative decisions more accessible to the public. To the extent that the public is able to participate in an appropriate manner in these processes, the processes themselves, and the laws that establish them, have therapeutic qualities. Further, moves to adopt and adapt processes that benefit parties to proceedings and the justice system itself are seen in the widespread introduction of mediation and other settlement-focused processes. [1] This is as much the case in quasi-judicial tribunals and boards as in the courts.

The focus of this article is the use of mediation in proceedings in which an application has been made for the appointment of a decision-maker for an incapable person. The term incapable person [2] is used in this article to refer to a person whose decision-making capacity is impaired as a result of a physical, mental, psychological or intellectual condition or state. [3] The aim of the article is to examine the appropriateness of mediation where this type of application is made. It will be argued that the nature of the matter to be decided means that mediation of these matters is often inappropriate and may even have an anti-therapeutic effect. This is not to deny that there can be benefits to the parties involved [4] and to the administration of justice more generally from using mediation in these and other matters.

This analysis is consistent with the goal of therapeutic jurisprudence, which can be defined as the study of the role of law as a therapeutic agent. [5] As described by Wexler:

[therapeutic jurisprudence concentrates on the law’s impact on emotional life and psychological well-being. It is a perspective that regards the law (rules of law, legal procedures, and roles of legal actors) itself as a social force that often produces therapeutic or anti-therapeutic consequences. [6]

Importantly,

it does not suggest that therapeutic concerns are more important than other consequences or factors, but it does suggest that the law’s role as a potential therapeutic agent should be recognised and systematically studied. [7]
In the context of appointing decision-makers for incapable persons, this recognises that there are concerns other than the psychological, psychiatric or even physical health of an individual and their family and supporters. There are legitimate concerns, eg, to ensure that the financial resources of an incapable person are applied to their care, and not diverted or preserved for the benefit of others. At times this will result in orders being made that do not accord with that person’s express wishes.

There is also scope to situate the issues raised in this article within the framework of preventative law, which is a perspective on law practice that seeks to minimise and avoid legal disputes and to increase life opportunities through legal planning. The goals of this manner of practice include both the clear establishment of legal rights and duties and the avoidance of litigation.

There clearly is potential for lawyers to benefit their clients through preventative law practice in dealing with the legal consequences of adult incapacity. Advising on the use of enduring powers of attorney and other legal instruments that survive incapacity are obvious examples.

Another example of the practice of preventative law is advising on legal and dispute resolution processes. In legal proceedings, for appointment of a substitute decision-maker, it can apply to advising a client about participation and legal representation in the application and resolution stages.

Schneider has described preventative law and alternative dispute resolution as opposite sides of the same coin. As she explains, one seeks to avoid disputes to avoid litigation, the other tries to resolve them without litigation.

In exploring the role of preventative law, Stolle explains that while therapeutic jurisprudence provides a starting point for analysing law, its processes and its practice, it does not give the practitioner practical procedures for achieving therapeutic outcomes. Preventative law provides this for legal practitioners. Likewise, mediation theory and practice provide the analytical and assessment tools to determine when the mediation process will be capable of achieving therapeutic and other goals. In what follows, the author will outline the law relating to the appointment of decision-makers for incapable persons. The author will then outline the aspects of mediation theory and practice that are relevant to determining suitability of the process. Finally, the author will apply these to the legal process by which decision-makers for incapable persons are appointed and suggest what the significant indicators are as to suitability of mediation in these matters.

The appointment of substitute decision-makers for incapable persons

The appointment of substitute decision-makers for incapable persons

Society has developed legal rules and processes that allow for the appointment of legal decision-makers for persons found to be incapable of making decisions for themselves. For a long time this jurisdiction has been vested in Australian Supreme Courts, exercising their equitable parens patriae jurisdiction. Traditionally, the decision to appoint a substitute decision-maker would be exercised by a judge or master of the Supreme Court. In each of the Australian States and Territories, as in many countries, there is now legislation that provides for the appointment of guardians and administrators of incapable persons and other related matters.

There is some variation in the substantive law that governs when an appointment can be made, who should be appointed and the functions to be performed by the appointing body and appointed decision maker, but the underlying principle governing appointment is essentially the same, namely that any orders made must be in the best interest of the incapable person.

The areas of substitute decision-making can be described generally as relating to lifestyle matters and financial matters. Lifestyle matters include decisions about where a person lives, with whom they live, with whom they have contact, their employment, what services they use, and their medical care and treatment. A person appointed as a substitute decision-maker on these matters will be appointed a guardian for the incapable person. Financial matters relate to management of a person’s financial estate during their lifetime, and a person appointed to make decisions on these matters will be appointed an administrator. As incapacity may affect some but not all aspects of a person’s decision-making ability, guardians and administrators may be conferred with plenary or limited functions.

The appointments are fiduciary in nature, and the exercise of the power is supervised by the appointing body.

The legislation introduced in Australia over the last two decades or so has transferred the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court usually to specialised boards or tribunals. While this transfer, and the adoption of less adversarial and less formal processes by those boards and tribunals, has seen a change in manner in which these matters are determined, the fundamental nature of the appointments has remained the same.

Not all of the States and Territories make specific provision in their legislation for the use of mediation in guardianship and appointments has remained the same.
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administration matters. [17] This is not to say that mediation cannot be and is not used in the absence of specific statutory provisions. It also does not discount the possibility that families and agencies involved with a person with a decision-making disability voluntarily use the mediation process for planning or dispute resolution.

In this article, the discussion of the issues identified above are based on the law in Western Australia. The article is concerned specifically with mediation of issues arising out of applications made to the State Administrative Tribunal for appointments or other orders under the Guardianship and Administration Act 1990 (WA) (the G&A Act). [18] The issues raised, however, about the use of mediation in these proceedings may be equally significant to mediation of other matters that involve an incapable person or concern a person without full legal capacity. [20] Similarly, the issues about the suitability of mediation in applications under the Western Australian legislation are likely to be the same or similar under legislation that exists in other jurisdictions.

Appointments under the Guardianship and Administration Act 1990 (WA)

Appointments under the Guardianship and Administration Act 1990 (WA)

The State Administrative Tribunal (the tribunal) has jurisdiction under the G&A Act to:

- make orders for the appointment of guardians and administrators of people with what might be generally termed a decision-making disability; [21]
- review orders which have been made previously; [22] and
- consider applications for intervention into Enduring Powers of Attorney (EPA) and other applications in respect of EPAs. [23]

In dealing with proceedings under the G&A Act the tribunal is bound to observe the following principles:

(2)(a) The primary concern of the State Administrative Tribunal shall be the best interests of any represented person, or of a person in respect of whom an application is made.

(b) Every person shall be presumed to be capable of;

(i) looking after his own health and safety;

(ii) making reasonable judgments in respect of matters relating to his person;

(iii) managing his own affairs; and

(iv) making reasonable judgments in respect of matters relating to his estate, until the contrary is proved to the satisfaction of the State Administrative Tribunal.

(c) A guardianship or administration order shall not be made if the needs of the person in respect of whom an application for such an order is made could, in the opinion of the State Administrative Tribunal, be met by other means less restrictive of the person's freedom of decision and action.

(d) A plenary guardian shall not be appointed under s 43(1) if the appointment of a limited guardian under that section would be sufficient, in the opinion of the State Administrative Tribunal, to meet the needs of the person in respect of whom the application is made.

(e) An order appointing a limited guardian or an administrator for a person shall be in terms that, in the opinion of the State Administrative Tribunal, impose the least restrictions possible in the circumstances on the person's freedom of decision and action.

(f) In considering any matter relating to a represented person or a person in respect of whom an application is made the State Administrative Tribunal shall, as far as possible, seek to ascertain the views and wishes of the person concerned as expressed, in whatever manner, at the time, or as gathered from the person's previous actions.

In summary, this section establishes that:

• the best interests of the represented person is the primary concern;
• there is a presumption of competency;
• there is a least restrictive alternative principle;
• there is a least restrictive orders principle; and
• the wishes of the represented person are to be ascertained, as far as possible.

There are provisions of the G&A Act that determine who may be appointed guardian or administrator. [24] In both instances the tribunal may appoint an individual over the age of 18 who consents to being appointed or, in the case of administration, a corporate trustee (including the Public Trustee) and in the case of guardianship, the Public Advocate.

In Western Australia, the Public Advocate is a public officer on whom various functions are conferred by the G&A Act, including:

• making applications under the Act;
• acting as a guardian or administrator, solely or jointly with another person; and
• at hearings before the tribunal to:
  – seek to advance the best interests of the represented person or person to whom the proceedings relate;...
present to the tribunal, Judge or Court any information in his possession that is relevant to the hearing; and
investigate and report to the tribunal, Judge or Court on any matter or question referred by a court or by the tribunal, Judge or Court. [25]

In appointing a guardian, the tribunal must form the opinion that the person:
(a) will act in the best interests of the person in respect of whom the application is made;
(b) is not in a position where his interests conflict or may conflict with the interests of that person; and
(c) is otherwise suitable to act as the guardian of that person. [26]

In determining whether a person is suitable for the purposes of subs (c) above the tribunal must take into account, as far as possible:
(a) the desirability of preserving existing relationships within the family of the person in respect of whom the application is made;
(b) the compatibility of the proposed appointee with that person and with the administrator (if any) of that person’s estate;
(c) the wishes of the person in respect of whom the application is made; and
(d) whether the proposed appointee will be able to perform the functions vested in him.

Similar provisions apply to the appointment of an administrator. The tribunal must be satisfied that the appointee will act in the best interests of the person in respect of whom the application is made and is otherwise suitable to act as the administrator of the estate of that person. [28] In determining suitability the tribunal shall take into account as far as possible:
(a) the compatibility of the proposed appointee with the person in respect of whom the application is made and with the guardian (if any) of that person;
(b) the wishes of that person; and
(c) whether the proposed appointee will be able to perform the functions proposed to be vested in the administrator. [29]

The Act provides that the Public Advocate is not to be appointed as a guardian or administrator unless there is no other person (or corporate trustee) who is suitable and willing to act. [30]

Key issues for determination in guardianship and administration proceedings

Key issues for determination in guardianship and administration proceedings

In determining what orders it should make when an application for administration or guardianship has been made, the tribunal has to address three key issues.
• the CAPACITY issue [31] – the tribunal must be satisfied on a threshold basis that the person in respect of whom an administration order is sought is unable, by reason of a mental disability, to make reasonable judgments in respect of matters relating to all or any part of his estate. [32] In relation to guardianship, the tribunal must be satisfied that the person is: incapable of looking after his own health and safety; unable to make reasonable judgments in respect of matters relating to his person; or in need of oversight, care or control in the interests of his own health and safety or for the protection of others. [33]
• the NEED issue – in both cases, the tribunal must be satisfied that the person, notwithstanding their incapacity, is in need of a guardian or administrator. [34]
• the WHO issue – once it has been determined that a person lacks capacity to make financial and/or lifestyle decisions and they need an administrator and/or a guardian, the tribunal must determine who to appoint in accordance with the requirements discussed above.

The nature of proceedings under the G&A Act

The nature of proceedings under the G&A Act

The manner in which hearings under the G&A Act are conducted reflects the main objectives of the tribunal, which are set out in s 9 of the State Administrative Tribunal Act 2004 (WA) (SAT Act) as:
(a) to achieve the resolution of questions, complaints or disputes, and make or review decisions, fairly and according to the substantial merits of the case;
(b) to act as speedily and with as little formality and technicality as is practicable, and minimise the costs to parties; and
(c) to make appropriate use of the knowledge and experience of tribunal members.

Applications under the G&A Act are dealt with in hearings which are usually presided over by one member of the tribunal, but in more complex matters by three members. The evidence is presented
in written reports, submissions and orally at the hearing. In keeping with s 9 of the SAT Act set out above, proceedings are conducted informally and evidence is usually unsworn. There is an expectation that the person whom the application concerns will be present at the hearing, even if they are only able to make a limited or no contribution. Their attendance will be excused, however, if it is judged that it would be detrimental to them to attend. Legal representation is permitted but is not usual, and costs of attending and representation are not generally allowed.

There is an absence of legal formality in the hearings, and the proceedings are conducted in a manner that demonstrates respect and empathy for the incapable person and the parties. Those present at the hearing are given an opportunity to speak and to ask questions. Family members and close friends are often experiencing high emotions about the issues raised by the applications, and the tribunal seeks to handle these sensitively, while focusing on the purpose of the hearing and the best interests of the incapable person.

Matters under the Act, including applications for appointment or review of appointments of administrators and guardians, can be referred to mediation by the tribunal under s 54 of the SAT Act. Before turning to look at factors relevant to assessment of the suitability of these matters for mediation, the author will first overview the mediation process and general indicators of suitability for mediation.

**Mediation: Definition, features and attributes**

Mediation: Definition, features and attributes

As is common in other jurisdictions, mediation is not defined in the Western Australian legislation referred to here. It is convenient to refer to the definition provided by the National Alternative Dispute Resolution Advisory Council (NADRAC):

> Mediation is a process in which the parties to a dispute, with the assistance of a dispute resolution practitioner (the mediator), identify the disputed issues, develop options, consider alternatives and endeavour to reach an agreement. The mediator has no advisory or determinative role in regard to the content of the dispute or the outcome of its resolution, but may advise on or determine the process of mediation whereby resolution is attempted. [35]

There are many features of the mediation process that make it an effective and often a therapeutic process. While not all these features are present in all circumstances in which mediation is used, drawing on Boule, [36] the mediation process can be summarised in point form as:

- interests focused;
- voluntary;
- consensual;
- flexible;
- participatory;
- informal;
- norm creating;
- collaborative;
- person-centred;
- relationship-oriented;
- future-focused;
- private, confidential; and
- transparent.

It is well recognised that different models of mediation exist and the more or less that the different features referred to above are present the more one model of mediation will vary from another.
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Opinions vary on how many models there are and how they can best be described. [37] For the purposes of discussion here it is sufficient to refer to the following three, described by Sourdin as: [38]

- Facilitative – in this process-oriented and problem-solving approach the parties, rather than the mediator, provide the solution to their dispute. The mediator is the facilitator of the process rather than an authority figure providing substantive advice or pressure to settle.
- Evaluative – this is substance-orientated mediation, at the other end of the scale from facilitative mediation. The mediator is
often an authority figure who evaluates the case based on her or his experience and offers advice on how the dispute should be resolved.

- Transformative[^39] – the emphasis in this process is not on problem-solving but on the nature of the process itself. In this model, the mediator’s role is to foster empowerment and recognition in the parties; this is done by encouraging the parties to communicate and make decisions more effectively, subject to their own choices and limits.
- (Sourdin notes that a related process is therapeutic mediation where professional therapeutic techniques are used to encourage communication and behavioural concerns).[^40]

Facilitative and evaluative mediation can also be described as forms of settlement mediation. Particularly when employed in a court or tribunal setting, the primary goal of these processes is settlement of the legal dispute. This is not to say that therapeutic benefits of the process cannot be a concurrent or secondary goal of these processes, whether through improved communication and understanding between the parties, or through the outcome of the mediation where there is resolution of all or part of a dispute. In contrast, settlement is not the primary goal in transformative mediation.

Whichever model of mediation is adopted, there are common factors that will indicate whether the process is suitable for the particular matter or dispute. In the first edition of his book on mediation, Boulle draws on earlier literature,[^41] and summarises the following indicators of mediation as a suitable process as where:
- the conflict between the parties is moderate;
- the parties are committed to achieving a negotiated settlement;
- there is a continuing relationship between the parties;
- there is a rough equality of bargaining power between the parties;
- the parties have the capacity and abilities to negotiate, or have representatives who can negotiate on their behalf;
- there is more than a single issue in dispute;
- there are adequate resources for a meaningful mediation;
- there are no clear legal principles or other standards to guide the parties’ decision-making;
- the parties can accept that the process is private and that the outcome will be confidential; and
- there is some external encouragement for the parties to settle by mediation.

Many of these factors are present in matters that come before the tribunal. For this reason mediation is frequently used by the tribunal. The application of these factors to G&A matters will be discussed further below.
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Mediation: Concerns about and indicators of unsuitability

Mediation: Concerns about and indicators of unsuitability

There is extensive literature in which concerns have been expressed about the misuse of mediation and when it is likely to be unsuitable.[^42] Astor and Chinkin offer the salient reminder that mediation is not suitable for all disputes or all parties, because, '[T]he parties must be willing to do, and capable of doing, what the process requires of them.'[^43] To this one could add, that the process must be capable of achieving the legislative purpose, where one exists, to which it relates.

What follows is a brief overview of the types of concerns that have been expressed, indicators of unsuitability, and reasons why people avoid using mediation. The counterpoint to the indicators of suitability set out above are indicators of when mediation is unsuitable.[^44] These are summarised by Boulle as where:
- broad matters of policy are at stake;
- the dispute involves a pure legal question;
- the parties are using process for ulterior motives;
- there is a risk of personal danger to participants;
- the dispute requires findings of fact, credibility;
- one or more parties is in a disturbed emotional or psychological state;
- there is a dispute over non-negotiable values or principles; and
- there is a remedy only a court can provide.

These indicators are a framework for analysing the suitability of mediation to deal with matters arising under the G&A Act. Before turning to look at mediation in that context, however, brief mention will be made of other general concerns relating to the use of mediation.

In the second edition of his monograph on mediation,[^45] Boulle refers to persistent concerns about the justice implications of mediation in relation to both its internal procedures and its effects on individuals and broader societal implications.[^46] He refers in particular to concerns that mediation is driven by the goals of settlement and outcomes at all costs, making it less sensitive to the many other dimensions of justice.[^47] Boulle concludes that, despite having claims to providing access to justice, mediation tends to
be viewed negatively in comparison with the claimed values and virtues of the formal justice system. He goes on to discuss the concerns commonly expressed about:

- procedural fairness;
- substantive fairness;
- the public interest;
- the privatisation of justice; and
- second-class justice.

Each of these raises important issues for every mediator and mediation program and it is important that they are not lost sight of as mediation becomes more commonplace in judicial and quasi-judicial settings.
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A different but equally valuable perspective is provided by Mayer, as to the reasons why, on a more individual level, mediation is not sought often or is actively resisted. Mayer describes these as factors, not absolute criteria for when mediation is sought or avoided. They are:

- the conflict is too intense or not intense enough;
- the stakes are too high or too low;
- people are too angry or not angry enough;
- people feel too powerless or too powerful;
- people have an excellent alternative to negotiation or no alternative but to capitulate;
- issues are too complex or there is only a single issue involved;
- there are no relationship issues or the main concern is an acrimonious relationship; and
- there has been no history of conflict, or the history of conflict is extremely long.

Mayer makes the pertinent observation that often mediation is rejected even though it might have something of value to offer. The result is, he says, that the potential value of mediation is overlooked because parties still find it either too demanding or not sufficiently powerful or safe.

With all of these concerns in mind, the author will review the legislative framework within which matters before the tribunal may be mediated and then apply these various factors to mediation in the G&A context.

Provisions relating to mediation in the State Administrative Tribunal

Provisions relating to mediation in the State Administrative Tribunal

In keeping with the principles set out in s 9 of the SAT Act, the tribunal seeks to use the most appropriate process, including mediation, to deal with matters before it. The power to refer matters to mediation is conferred by s 54 of the SAT Act which provides:

1. At an initial directions hearing or at any other stage of a proceeding, the tribunal may refer the matter, or any aspect of it, for mediation by a person specified as a mediator by the tribunal.
2. The person specified as a mediator has to be a person who has been approved by the President as a person who may act as a mediator.
3. The referral may be made with or without the consent of the parties.
4. The purpose of a mediation is to achieve the resolution of the matters by a settlement between the parties.
5. The rules may specify how notice of the mediation is to be given, how the mediation is to be conducted, and the fees to be paid by a party for the mediation.
6. Unless the mediator directs otherwise, the mediation is to be held in private.
7. Except to the extent that the rules may specify the procedure for a mediation, the mediator may determine the procedure for the mediation.
8. If the mediator is a tribunal member and a settlement appears to be reached at the mediation, the mediator may reduce the terms of settlement to writing and make any orders necessary to give effect to the settlement.
9. If a settlement is not reached at the mediation or the mediator is not a tribunal member, the mediator is to report on the outcome of the mediation to the tribunal as constituted when it made the referral.
10. If the mediator is a tribunal member, the member cannot take any further part in dealing with the proceeding after the mediation unless all parties agree to him or her doing so.

Evidence of anything said or done in the course of mediation is not admissible at any later stage of the proceeding unless all parties agree to the admission of the evidence or other limited circumstances apply. This creates a confidential environment for parties...
to a matter to discuss, in an open manner, the issues, their concerns and possible terms of settlement. The SAT Act contemplates a mediator who is also a tribunal member making a determination of the matter if there is no settlement.\footnote{If this is to occur, the member must ensure that all parties agree at the outset to this change in role, as provided for in s 54(10).} If this is to occur, the member must ensure that all parties agree at the outset to this change in role, as provided for in s 54(10).\footnote{To the author's knowledge, G&A Act matters have only been referred by the tribunal following an adjournment for that purpose. After the mediation the matter has been referred back to the member before whom it was part heard. If a matter were referred to mediation prior to a hearing being commenced, there is no reason in principle why the mediator, if he or she is a tribunal member, could not seek the parties' agreement to determining the matter in the event that the issues are not or cannot be resolved by the parties.} To the author's knowledge, G&A Act matters have only been referred by the tribunal following an adjournment for that purpose. After the mediation the matter has been referred back to the member before whom it was part heard. If a matter were referred to mediation prior to a hearing being commenced, there is no reason in principle why the mediator, if he or she is a tribunal member, could not seek the parties' agreement to determining the matter in the event that the issues are not or cannot be resolved by the parties.\footnote{The terms of s 54(4), which provides that the purpose of a mediation is to achieve the resolution of the matters by a settlement between the parties, strongly suggest that the model to be used will be a settlement model.\footnote{It will depend on the nature of the matter the subject of the mediation and the approach adopted by the mediator whether the model used is closer to the facilitative or the evaluative model. Section 54 does not envisage a transformative model. In the author's view, however, a strict settlement model will not usually be appropriate in G&A Act matters, whereas there may be merit in adopting a more therapeutic model that aims to improve communication between the parties involved in the incapable person's life and to enhance their appreciation of the issues involved.}}

The terms of s 54(4), which provides that the purpose of a mediation is to achieve the resolution of the matters by a settlement between the parties, strongly suggest that the model to be used will be a settlement model.\footnote{It will depend on the nature of the matter the subject of the mediation and the approach adopted by the mediator whether the model used is closer to the facilitative or the evaluative model. Section 54 does not envisage a transformative model. In the author's view, however, a strict settlement model will not usually be appropriate in G&A Act matters, whereas there may be merit in adopting a more therapeutic model that aims to improve communication between the parties involved in the incapable person's life and to enhance their appreciation of the issues involved.} It will depend on the nature of the matter the subject of the mediation and the approach adopted by the mediator whether the model used is closer to the facilitative or the evaluative model. Section 54 does not envisage a transformative model. In the author's view, however, a strict settlement model will not usually be appropriate in G&A Act matters, whereas there may be merit in adopting a more therapeutic model that aims to improve communication between the parties involved in the incapable person's life and to enhance their appreciation of the issues involved.

\section*{Mediation in guardianship and administration matters}

Mediation in guardianship and administration matters

A significant feature of guardianship and administration is that it is an exercise of original jurisdiction by the tribunal under the G&A Act. On many applications, the tribunal will make a determination that takes away the decision-making power of a person (who becomes a represented person) and confers that power on a guardian or administrator. These are not orders that can be made by consent, as the matter before the tribunal is not capable of being decided independently by the parties to the proceedings. The applicant will be a person other than the proposed represented person, and by the very nature of the application, the matter cannot be settled or withdrawn without an order of the tribunal. While there is scope for the tribunal to grant leave for an application to be withdrawn (eg if insufficient evidence of incapacity is obtained, or the absence of need for an order or the existence of a less restrictive alternative is obvious), the fate of an application is in the hands of the tribunal, not the applicant or the proposed represented person.

It is not uncommon for the orders determined by the tribunal to be in the best interest of the incapable person to be consistent with the views of the applicant, the proposed represented person, and other parties to the proceedings. A decision in this sense might be reached by consensus, but it is not an outcome that can be reached by consent between the parties. How much the tribunal member seeks to achieve or reinforce a consensus will depend very much on the particular matter and to some extent on the approach taken by the individual member.

In considering the proper role for mediation in proceedings under the G&A Act, the three following situations can be distinguished:

\begin{itemize}
  \item mediating the issue of whether a person is incapable;
  \item mediation with a person who is incapable, eg where there has been a determination already of this threshold issue, or there is an application for review of orders; and
  \item mediating with the parties to the proceedings, but not with the incapable person, eg about medical or care issues with facility staff and the family of the incapable person (although the incapable person might be present).
\end{itemize}

\section*{Mediating the issue of whether a person is incapable}

Mediating the issue of whether a person is incapable

On occasion the tribunal is required to determine the threshold question of incapacity in the face of conflicting evidence. Typically, the tribunal resolves the question by weighing the various reports, taking into account the timing of the assessment, the qualifications and experience of the person conducting the assessment, and the consistency of the expert evidence with other evidence tendered on the issue of capacity. To the author's knowledge mediation has not been used to mediate experts' reports in this jurisdiction, but in principle there is scope to do so. The main objectives of the tribunal, as stated in s 9(b) and (c) of the SAT Act, provide insight into why mediation between experts will be used infrequently in the jurisdiction. The tribunal is to act as speedily and with as little formality and technicality as is practicable, to minimise the costs to parties, and to make appropriate use of the...
knowledge and experience of tribunal members. All these considerations make mediation in this context unlikely.

Mediation with a person who is incapable

Mediation with a person who has a mental disability raises obvious issues about whether the process is suitable and whether it will be in their best interests. The value and appropriateness of a consensual and participatory process will be determined very much by the capacity of the incapable person to participate in the process, and the nature of the issues being negotiated. It has been argued that there are a number of perceived barriers to mediating with a person with a mental disability, but that, in some situations, these barriers can be overcome. [96] Arguments in support of a person with a mental disability participating effectively in mediation are based on the premise that legal incapacity for some purposes does not determine practical capacity for all purposes. While it is essential that a mediator satisfy herself or himself that the person has capacity to participate in the decision-making process, it is arguable that other process steps will assist. For example, while recognising that there are limits to mental health consumer participation in mediation, Flower argues that systemic changes to accommodate their special needs will afford them the therapeutic value of mediation. [97]

A critical aspect of mediating with a person with a mental disability (or, for that matter, any person whose capacity is affected during the process) [58], is the importance of the mediator being aware of the limits of the person’s ability to participate fairly and effectively in the process. [59] In the tribunal setting, a member mediator will be aware from medical and associated evidence of potential capacity issues. It is difficult to imagine a situation where the tribunal would refer a matter to mediation with a proposed represented person. Prior to a finding of incapacity, the tribunal has no jurisdiction to make orders in respect of the person. Once a finding of incapacity is made, and there is a need for decisions to be made, there is likely to be an appointment. The view would generally be taken that the person appointed as guardian or administrator is bound to take into account the expressed wishes of the represented person and they can do this without mediation prior to their appointment.

A different issue is whether it will be in the best interest of a represented person for an issue or dispute that has arisen in relation to their affairs to be dealt with in mediation. This might take place before, during an adjournment, or after a tribunal hearing of an application. It may be a highly suitable and effective process to resolve a family conflict, eg over arrangements for communicating between family members on matters relating to the represented person, or about entitlements to family property. Unless the ability of the family members to reach agreement is central to the question whether there is a need for an appointment to be made or who should be appointed, there is no reason why the tribunal need mediate the matter. In these circumstances, if an appointment has been made, the tribunal might recommend and encourage family members to use mediation, but if the issue does not arise in the proceedings, there is no reason why it should conduct the mediation.

It is also a different issue whether a person with a mental disability should be present during a mediation between the parties. This requires a judgment on the mediator's part and will depend on the mental capacity of the incapable person. It will also depend on and whether it will be in their best interest to attend and whether their presence will benefit the process.

Mediating with parties to the proceedings

Mediation with the parties to an application raises a number of questions:
• What is the aim of the mediation?
• On what matters might the parties agree?
• What relevance will the parties’ agreement have to any orders made?
• Will the outcome of the mediation potentially mean that an order is not needed and an applicant given leave to withdraw their application?

It is important that these questions are answered before a referral is made, and before the model of mediation is chosen. If a facilitative model is adopted, the question arises as to how the best interests of the person the subject of the application will underlie any resolution.

The point has been made earlier that this is not a jurisdiction where orders can be made by consent. There are certain issues that arise on G&A applications that cannot be resolved by agreement between the parties. Examples include:
• the issue of whether a person is a person for whom an order can be made under the G&A Act;
• whether an appointment of a guardian or administrator is needed;
• who is to be appointed as guardian or administrator; and
• what functions will be conferred on a guardian or administrator.

This is not to suggest that significant issues cannot be resolved in mediation. Evidence of consensus or an agreement between some or all of the parties might be significant for the tribunal in determining what orders it should make. Examples include:
• agreement about how the parties will achieve effective and reliable communication in matters relating to the represented person, between, eg, medical and care professionals and involved family members;
• arrangements between family members or other persons for contact with or provision of services or other benefits to the represented person;
• an agreement to compromise or settle a claim by a party against the estate of the incapable person or their administrator; and
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• consensus on the question of who, among family members, eg, is best placed to take on the functions of an administrator or guardian.

In matters relating to an incapable person's estate, it will often be appropriate to use mediation to resolve family conflict or disputes over property after a person has been appointed as administrator. The administrator is bound to ensure that any agreement reached in mediation advances the represented person's best interests. In some instances, the appointment of an administrator will itself contribute to disputes being resolved by virtue of the fact that there is a person who can make a binding decision. In other instances, where interested parties are unhappy with the decision contemplated or made by an administrator, mediation could be usefully employed to reach some consensus on whether the decision is in the represented person’s best interests, and possibly forestall an application to the tribunal to review the administrator's appointment.

Four case examples

These case examples are used to illustrate the role that mediation can play in G&A Act matters, and when mediation will not be appropriate. [60]

Case example one

Rose has four half siblings. Before her mother became incapacitated by a stroke, she promised a quarter share of a valuable piece of land to Rose. Her mother also appointed two of her children other than Rose as donees of her estate under an EPA. Rose is in dispute with the donees’ siblings over her claimed entitlement, which they deny. Rose has applied to the tribunal for orders for intervention in respect of the EPA.

Comment

This matter is suited to mediation, but at this stage, not as part of proceedings before the tribunal. The issue of Rose’s entitlement to the land is not a matter over which the tribunal has jurisdiction under the G&A Act. It is a private dispute between Rose and her siblings and can be settled by agreement between them, or if not, needs to be decided by a civil court.

If it was demonstrated to the tribunal that the donees were not acting in accordance with their duties under the G&A Act or there were any other reasons why the enduring power of attorney under which they were appointed should be revoked, there may be scope for mediating the issue of who would best be able to carry out the functions of an administrator. It is likely, however, that evidence on this question would have already been presented at a hearing and if the grounds for removing the donees were made out, the tribunal could make an appointment without further delay.

Case example two

Lily, who suffers from dementia, has recently moved into an aged-care facility. Previously she was living in her own home. Lily has two sons, Ben and Ross. Ben and his teenage son have lived with Lily since Ben separated from his wife four years ago. Ben has helped care for his mother and in return she did not expect him to pay rent. Lily's son Ross is better off financially than Ben, and has not had a lot to do with his mother, or relied on her for any financial support since Ben moved in with her. Ross has applied to be appointed administrator for his mother, concerned that her house may need to be sold to pay her accommodation bond and for her future care. Ben is opposed to any orders, saying that Lily can make decisions for herself, and that her wish is for him and his son to stay in her house. He is certainly opposed to Ross taking over his mother's affairs.

Comment
Ben's belief that his mother is capable and that her wishes should be respected brings him into conflict with Ross, his brother and the applicant, and potentially, with his mother's own financial interests. If we assume that Lily's dementia means that she is no longer capable of making reasonable financial decisions, and that she has not conferred enduring power of attorney on anyone, she will need an administrator so that her financial needs can be met. While Lily's legal needs can be met in this way, an appointment of Ross may deepen the conflict between the siblings. Ben's view of his mother's capacity and his own financial needs make him an unsuitable appointment. It may be difficult in a hearing to establish whether Ben's concern about Ross being appointed has a good basis or is related to Ben's fears that he and his son will have to find accommodation elsewhere. While mediation between the brothers has the potential to improve communication between them and potentially improve their relationship, it is not clear how this will be of direct benefit to Lily (depending on how aware she is of family conflict). Mediation will provide an opportunity for Ross and Ben to make known their concerns for their mother, and for themselves. Depending on the model of mediation used, a mediator could assist Ben to understand the nature and likely outcomes of the proceedings. Arguably, this could include discussion of the evidence about Lily's dementia and its effect on her capacity. In the author's experience, most of this can also be achieved in a hearing if it is conducted in a way that gives all parties full information and an opportunity to be heard. The most likely benefit of referring the matter to mediation, is that the process is likely to assist Ben to realise that someone has to be appointed and unless he can show, on an objective basis, why Ross is unsuitable, the latter is likely to be appointed. Clearly the issue before the tribunal cannot be resolved at mediation and this is a strong indicator of unsuitability here. Mediation may have some benefit to the parties, but that has to be weighed against the time they need to invest to return for the mediation and then the adjourned hearing. In the author's view it is more in keeping with SAT principles that the hearing is conducted in a way that assists Lily's sons to understand the situation and to focus on her interests, rather than their own, but not to put off a decision (if there is sufficient evidence) while the matter is referred to mediation.

Case example three

Joseph has three children. He was widowed 10 years ago. For the past five years he has lived with Maxine, who was previously never married and who has no children. Joseph's children have had little to do with him since he moved in with Maxine, as they feel unwanted and excluded from their father's life. They have found it difficult to have private conversations with their father either at the house or on the telephone as Maxine always seems to be around. Recently, Joseph was diagnosed with terminal cancer. He spends most of his time at home, and in recent months his ability to make decisions for himself has rapidly declined. Maxine has been his primary carer except for a few stays in hospital. The children claim that Maxine is denying them contact with their father and are afraid that they will not be able to spend time with him before he dies. They want a guardian appointed to have him admitted to a facility where they can visit him. Maxine says she restricts all visitors to Joseph in the interest of his health.

Comment

There are a number of issues here that have the potential to impact adversely on Joseph. There are likely to be opposing views on whether it will be better for him to remain at home at this time or to be in hospital. It is possible that the medical team treating Joseph have different views as to the best course to follow. The conflict over contact with Joseph is impacting on the way the children see the hospitalisation issue. It may be difficult in a hearing to uncover in any meaningful way what underlies the conflict here. The issue the tribunal has to consider is whether there is a need for the appointment of a guardian to decide matters relating to where Joseph should be receiving treatment, what treatment he should receive and what contact he has with family and others. If these questions can be resolved between the parties involved in Joseph's life, Maxine, his children and the medical team, there will be no need for an appointment. Mediation is highly suitable in this case. It is likely in this situation that someone from the hospital will have attempted already to mediate the issues. The benefit of a referral to mediation by the tribunal is that it provides a neutral mediator and the parties will be attempting to reach agreement in the knowledge that, if they cannot work out an arrangement, the tribunal will appoint a guardian.

Case example four

Alberto is a 64-year-old Croatian immigrant who speaks limited English. He has had schizophrenia since his youth and is epileptic. His children have found it difficult to deal with his illness, which has often resulted in aggressive behaviour towards them and their mother, Alberto's wife. Following a recent episode when Alberto threatened to evict their mother from their home, the children had
him admitted to the Perth Mental Health hospital. Now that things have settled down, the family want Alberto to return home. The hospital staff believe Alberto should be moved to a psychiatric hostel and have tried to persuade the family to agree. The hospital has applied for appointment of a guardian because they do not believe Alberto has the capacity to make decisions in his best interests. They believe the family is not able to make or carry out decisions that contradict Alberto’s expressed wishes.

Comment

The issues that arise here again relate to lifestyle issues: where Alberto is to live and what medical care or treatment he should receive. Given Alberto’s psychiatric illness, there is potential for provisions of the *Mental Health Act 1990* (NSW) to be used. Involuntary admission and treatment will obviate the legal need for a guardian to be appointed. Voluntary compliance with treatment, with the support of his family, however, may mean that Alberto need not be brought under the *Mental Health Act 1990* (NSW) provisions. It would be usual for the medical team involved with Alberto discuss and consult with the family on the issues here. Sometimes the communication breaks down. The cultural factors impacting on the family’s behaviour may be misunderstood. The relationship within the family may be misunderstood by the medical team. The motives and intention of the medical team may be misunderstood by the family. Mediation is highly suitable here to provide an opportunity for the parties to improve their understanding of each other’s perspective and find ways of communicating better over matters relating to Alberto. At the end of the day, an appointment of a guardian may still be necessary, eg to clarify that one of the children, rather than Alberto’s wife, can consent to medical care or treatment. Other functions may not need to be conferred on a guardian as a result of decisions made by the family in mediation, such as where Alberto is to live. The benefit of mediation in this scenario is that it may result in a more limited guardianship order than would otherwise be the case, in keeping with the least restrictive orders principle established by s 4(2)(e) of the *G&A Act*.

**Indicators of when mediation is of benefit in G&A Act matters**

**Indicators of when mediation is of benefit in G&A Act matters**

With these case examples in mind, and taking into account the factors discussed above, the following can be seen as indicating suitability for mediation of G&A Act matters:

• where there is conflict between parties to the proceedings that is affecting their ability to cooperate and this is adversely affecting the person the subject of the application;

• where agreement between parties may result in a less restrictive alternative (eg an informal process for deciding lifestyle matters can be put in place);

• where agreement between parties may result in a less restrictive order (eg a decision about where the represented party will live is made by consensus thereby obviating the need for a guardian to be appointed to make that decision even though a guardian may be needed for other purposes);

• where mediation has the potential to
  – improve communication between parties
  – improve relations between the parties; and
  – the represented party will benefit from this improvement, (eg, where the existing level of conflict and lack of cooperation between the parties is impacting adversely on the represented party); and

• where there is scope for consensus on conflicting expert evidence (eg medical opinions as to capacity).

It might be thought that the level of conflict between the parties is a significant factor. The general experience with mediation, however, is that a high-level conflict is not itself a contra-indicator. What is important is whether the level of conflict is affecting the parties’ willingness or ability to engage in the process. In G&A matters it is important when mediation is ordered that the parties to the application are made aware that regardless of what they agree to at mediation, ultimately it is the tribunal that will decide what orders are needed. For this and the many other reasons Mayer gives for party reluctance, eg where the conflict between the parties is too intense or not intense enough, the parties may prefer not to mediate. In reaching a decision whether to refer a matter to mediation, however, the guiding principle for the tribunal needs to be whether mediation will be in the best interests of the incapable person, even if it does not particularly suit the parties.

**Indicators of when mediation will not be of benefit in G&A Act matters**

**Indicators of when mediation will not be of benefit in G&A Act matters**

In addition to the general factors of unsuitability referred to above, it follows from the discussion of the case examples above that there are circumstances where mediation of G&A Act matters by the tribunal will not be suitable. These circumstances include where:

• the conflict between the parties relates to matters that are not amenable to G&A Act proceedings, eg debts or legal disputes between family members (although these matters may be suited to mediation elsewhere);
• the issues are not capable of resolution by agreement between the parties, including the questions of capacity, need for appointment and who to appoint (although mediation can be used for consensus building on these questions);
• the need for a decision-maker, if established, can only be met by an appointment of a guardian or administrator (while this can potentially rule out referring any application for appointment of guardian or an administrator to mediation, one could argue that this is only the case if on the evidence available to the tribunal there is no likely prospect of a less restrictive alternative or order resulting from mediation);
• the disclosure of information to the parties that will be necessary for effective mediation (but which would not be disclosed in a hearing) will result in unjustifiable loss of privacy for the person the subject of the application (although this might determine who is present at the mediation, rather than whether the matter is referred to mediation); and,
• delay would be adverse to the interests of the person the subject of the application.

As mentioned above, it is a significant feature of the SAT hearings in G&A matters that they are conducted without undue formality and parties are provided with an opportunity to participate in the hearing before the decision is made by the tribunal. In deciding whether to refer a matter to mediation therefore, an assessment is needed whether the therapeutic aspects of the mediation process are likely to outweigh the therapeutic aspects of the hearing process. In the author's view this is only likely to be the case, on balance, when there is scope for a better outcome in terms of orders (including no orders) as a result of mediation. It is the nature of the jurisdiction and the manner in which applications are dealt with by the tribunal which mean that mediation would often better be described as unnecessary, or of no additional benefit, than as unsuitable. This is likely to be the case in similar jurisdictions in Australia and overseas.

**Process issues**

Process issues

In any referral under s 54 of the SAT Act, a number of process issues need to be considered. It may be appropriate for some matters to be dealt with by directions made at the time of referring a matter to mediation. These process issues include:
• as a preliminary issue, the suitability of the matter for mediation;
• timing of mediation, including timing in relation to an adjourned hearing;
• who is to be present;
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• who is to be the mediator;
• where the mediation is to be held;
• what model of mediation will be appropriate (although this is a matter for the mediator, and it may change during the course of the mediation); and
• whether it is appropriate to move from mediation to a final determination of the issues where the mediator is a tribunal member.

**Conclusion**

Conclusion

Research and experience tell us that mediation is a process that can be highly valuable in the resolution of conflict and disputes. There can be therapeutic benefits to participants not only in the outcomes, but also from participation in the process itself. At the same time there may be anti-therapeutic effects resulting from the delay in decision-making, and disillusionment if it is thought that the same outcomes could have resulted from a hearing. Without formal evaluation of mediation in this setting, we can only speculate on the experiences and perceptions of the parties and mediators to date.

Clearly, though, there are some circumstances where the outcome will be better if it is based on an agreement reached between the parties involved in the life of an incapable person. These circumstances will most commonly arise where the application concerns guardian issues. There is little scope for consensual and informal decision-making to obviate the need for the appointment of an administrator or to deal with concerns about the operation of an enduring power of attorney. In all cases, it is essential that parties to proceedings that are referred to mediation appreciate that this is not a consent jurisdiction and that mediation is not for the purpose of settling the application, but rather to see if some or all of the differences between the parties can be resolved in a way that best meets the needs of the incapable person.
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